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Understanding the effects of parasites on host behaviour, of host behaviour
on parasite infection, and the reciprocal interactions between these processes
is vital to improving our understanding of animal behaviour and disease
dynamics. However, behaviour and parasite infection are both highly variable within and between individual hosts, and how this variation affects
behaviour–parasite feedbacks is poorly understood. For example, it is
unclear how an individual’s behaviour before infection might change once
it becomes infected, or as the infection progresses, and how these changes
depend on the host’s parasite susceptibility. Here, using the guppy, Poecilia
reticulata, and a directly transmitted ectoparasite, Gyrodactylus turnbulli,
I show that parasite-induced behavioural plasticity depends on host sex
and susceptibility. Among females, time spent shoaling (sociality), a behaviour that increases parasite transmission, did not depend on infection status
(infected/not) or susceptibility. By contrast, male sociality in the absence of
infection was negatively correlated with susceptibility, suggesting that the
most susceptible males use behaviour to avoid infection. However, in late
infection, when parasite transmission is most likely, male sociality and susceptibility became positively correlated, suggesting that susceptible males
modify their behaviour upon infection potentially to increase transmission
and mating opportunities. I discuss the implications of these patterns for
disease dynamics.

1. Background
An animal’s behaviour is fundamentally linked to the ecology and evolution of
its parasites: to fully understand the proximate and ultimate forces driving
behavioural evolution, we need to better characterize the role of parasites
[1–3]. Similarly, in this time of unprecedented infectious disease emergence, it
is imperative we improve our understanding of how variation in individual
behaviour affects the spread of diseases at the population level [1,4–6].
Parasite infection affects behaviour: infected hosts often behave quite differently from uninfected hosts. For example, infected hosts may reduce activity
levels and social interactions [7,8]. The strength of such infection-induced behavioural plasticity often depends on infection intensity, or parasite susceptibility
[2,9–11].
As well as parasite infection affecting behaviour, behaviour affects the risk
of parasite infection and transmission. Across taxa, relatively bold individuals
harbour different numbers and communities of parasites [12,13], and may be
more likely to transmit the infection to conspecifics [14,15]. The majority of
such behaviour–parasite risk studies has been conducted on wild-caught,
© 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1. (a) Overhead and (b) side views of the set-up for quantifying sociality. (Online version in colour.)
naturally infected hosts (but see [16]). Experimental infection
studies complement this approach by testing causality: does
behaviour affect parasite risk, does infection affect behaviour,
or both [1,2,16,17]?
One approach to investigating the correlation between behaviour and infection risk is to examine how animals balance
investment in behavioural and physiological immunity. Even
in the absence of infection, mice [18] and house finches [19]
with less effective physiological defences avoid behaviours
entailing high infection risk. Caveats of this important work
include that it is unclear how the measured immune function
reflects susceptibility to the most prevalent parasites in nature,
nor how its correlation with behaviour changes during
the course of parasite infection (the full behaviour–parasite
feedback loop [1,2,20]).
Understanding the full feedback loop between behaviour
and parasite infection will enable better theoretical predictions of infectious disease transmission. In epidemiological
models the effective contact rate, β, is the product of the contact rate between infected and uninfected individuals
(behavioural component: βc) and the transmission rate per
contact, or ‘infectiousness’, which is often determined by
the infected hosts’ parasite susceptibility ( physiological component: βp) [5,21,22]. Our recent empirical work demonstrates
that βc and βp may covary [23], which has important implications for disease dynamics: Hawley et al. [5] showed
theoretically that behaviourally mediated negative covariation in βc and βp, such as through the stronger avoidance of
more infectious individuals [23], can lead to the parasite
fading out of the host population. Positive covariation in βc
and βp, however, can lead to rapid epidemic spread. Further
empirical tests will help elucidate the conditions under which
βc and βp covary, and the factors affecting the sign of this
relationship [4,5,22].
In an experimental test of the full feedback loop between
host behaviour and parasite infection, I used the guppy,
Poecilia reticulata, and Gyrodactylus turnbulli to explore how
parasite susceptibility (βp proxy) covaries with host sociality
(βc proxy) before and during infection. G. turnbulli is an ectoparasitic monogenean that reproduces on the host’s skin with
a generation time of 24 h. Infection loads initially increase, and

hosts vary in their ability to limit this growth [24]. Gyrodactylus
spp. are the most prevalent multicellular parasites in wild
populations [25], transmit directly through contact between
hosts [26], and reduce host fitness [9,27,28] in proportion to
infection load [10,28–30]. My results highlight the dynamic
nature of both behaviour and parasite infection, and the
importance of accounting for within- and between-individual
variation in predicting disease spread [4,5,22].

2. Methods
(a) Host and parasite origin and maintenance
I used laboratory-bred descendants of guppies collected from the
Caura River, Trinidad. Guppies were housed at densities of 1–2
fish per litre in 4.5 l tanks in a recirculating system at 24 ± 1°C,
on a 12 L : 12 D lighting schedule (overhead fluorescent lighting)
and fed daily on flake food and Artemia. I initiated an isogenic
line of G. turnbulli using a single parasite individual (collected
June 2017 from a local pet shop) and maintained on ornamental
guppies (culture fish). Differences in susceptibility between
experimental fish cannot, therefore, be ascribed to profound
genetic differences between their parasites.

(b) Infection and screening
A total of 68 fish, of which 42 were experimentally infected and
26 were sham-infected controls, were used in five experimental
blocks between August and November 2017. All fish were
housed individually throughout the experiment to enable individual identification and eliminate the possibility of parasite
transmission. To initiate experimental infections, a heavily
infected culture fish was killed with an overdose of MS222
(0.02% tricaine methanesulfonate; PHARMAQ Ltd., Fordingbridge, UK) and pithing. This culture fish was placed near an
anaesthetized experimental fish until two parasites transmitted,
observed under a dissecting microscope. The experimental fish
were revived and housed individually in 1 l tanks, and the
number of parasites infecting each was counted under anaesthetic every other day. Sham-infected control fish were also
held individually in 1 l tanks and anaesthetized and manipulated
every other day. All tanks were maintained under standard conditions and received 100% water exchanges every other day. I
recorded fish standard length and weight pre- and post-infection,
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Figure 2. The proportion of time guppies spent within one body length of the stimulus shoal tank (sociality) depended on a three-way interaction between
infection integral (susceptibility), sex and infection stage. Points are partial residuals from the ‘infected only’ model, back-transformed to the response scale
and lines give model fits. Box plots give the median (dark line), interquartile range (box) and values within 1.5× the interquartile range (whiskers) of the
sham-infected controls; associated open points give the raw data. (Online version in colour.)
and used these to calculate the change in the scaled mass index,
‘scaled mass change’, through the course of the experiment [31].

(c) Behavioural experiment
I quantified the sociality of all fish thrice: pre-infection (before I
experimentally/sham-infected them); early infection (7–8 dayspost-infection); and late infection (15–17 days-post-infection)
using an established protocol [32]. A central glass aquarium
(test aquarium) was flanked on both short sides by smaller aquaria (‘stimulus aquaria’; figure 1), all with 5 cm water depth. The
short sides of the test aquarium were one-way mirrors, such that
test fish could see stimulus fish, but not vice versa. The stimulus
aquaria were lit from above by 32 cm LED strip lights (350 lm,
5 W, 4000 K, MeRox® Technics). The test aquarium had a black
Perspex lid, to which was fastened a GoPro camera (Hero4
Black Edition; GoPro Inc. San Mateo, CA). To start a trial,
I placed a shoal of three females in one of the stimulus tanks
(n = 23 shoals; used between 3 and 22 times). I used female guppies as stimuli because males have highly polymorphic
coloration that affects how conspecifics respond to them [33].
I placed a test fish (of either sex: n = 33 females; 35 males) in an
acetate cylinder in the centre of the test tank for a 5 min settling
period. I then remotely set the GoPro to record, lifted the settling
cylinder using a pulley, and recorded a 10 min test period. The
experimental set-up was enclosed in a blackout curtain to
ensure even lighting and prevent disturbance. Between trials,
the test aquarium was scrubbed with 70% ethanol, rinsed and
refilled. Whether the shoal was in the left or right stimulus
aquarium was switched between trials haphazardly. Behavioural
videos were subsequently analysed by four observers, blind to the
treatment, using JWatcher™ 1.0 (www.jwatcher.ucla.edu; [34]).

(d) Data analysis
All analyses of the data from this experiment were conducted in
R v.3.5.1 [35] (see supplement for code and output; data available
online [36]). I used the proportion of trial time the test fish spent

within one body length of the stimulus tank (arcsine square-root
transformed; ‘sociality’) as the response variable in two linear
mixed models using lme4 [37]. In the first analysis (binary
model), I tested for sociality differences between infected and
uninfected fish. In the second analysis (infected only model), I
tested for covariation between parasite susceptibility and sociality among infected fish. Both models had as random effects the
identity of the test fish, the identity of the shoal and the experimental block. Fixed effects in both models were: test fish
length and mean shoal fish length (size is important in shoaling
decisions [38]), test fish sex, the proportion of time spent swimming, scaled mass change, infection stage ( pre, early or late),
and two- and three-way interactions between sex, scaled mass
change and infection stage. I included whether or not the fish
was infected (binary model), or the ‘infection integral’ of the
fish (the area under the curve when infection load is plotted
over time—‘susceptibility’; infected only model), and their twoand three-way interactions with sex and infection stage. I used
visreg [39] and ggplot2 [40] for plotting.

3. Results
None of the variables included in the binary model explained
a significant amount of the variation in test fish sociality.
Among infected fish, there was a significant three-way interaction between test fish sex, infection stage and susceptibility
(figure 2; χ 2 = 4.44, d.f. = 1, p = 0.035). Females consistently
showed a weakly negative correlation between sociality and
susceptibility across all infection stages. Among males, however, there was a strong negative correlation between sociality
and susceptibility in the absence of infection: those males that
shoaled less pre-infection went on to develop the highest
infection integrals during the subsequent experimental
infection. This negative correlation between sociality and
susceptibility became weaker in early infection, and reversed,
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My results show that correlations between host behaviour and
parasite susceptibility are not consistent across contexts and,
crucially, can vary with host infection status, duration and
sex. In the absence of infection, more susceptible males were
less social than resistant males, indicating a negative correlation between parasite susceptibility (βp proxy) and
transmission-relevant social behaviour (βc proxy). This pattern
is consistent with the most susceptible males reducing social
interactions to avoid becoming infected, suggesting male guppies balance investment in behavioural and physiological
immunity, as recently documented in other animals [18,19].
The mechanisms underlying this phenomenon remain unclear
[20], but recent research suggests the involvement of steroid
hormones such as cortisol [17]. While our understanding of
the balance between behavioural and physiological immunity
is limited, there are clear adaptive advantages to using relatively cheap behavioural defences and reducing investment
in expensive immune responses [41], and clear costs of avoiding social interactions. The balance between these two may
depend on individual resources, and could vary within as
well as between individuals [3].
In late infection, the most susceptible males spent the
most time shoaling, suggesting that the correlation between
βp and βc became positive. There are at least three nonmutually exclusive explanations for this result. First, as stimulus shoals were all-female, the result may indicate that
infection stimulated terminal investment in reproduction
among the most susceptible males [42]. Second, susceptible
males would benefit most from transmitting parasites to conspecifics, both in terms of the reduced infection load and the
decrease in fitness deficit compared to uninfected conspecifics. Indeed, infected guppies have been observed to initiate
physical contact with uninfected shoalmates [43], putatively
to transmit the parasite, and my results suggest this behaviour correlates positively with susceptibility. Finally,
susceptible males may be the most vulnerable to predation
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